
   

 
Little People® Wheelies™ Stand ‘n Play™ Rampway Recall 
 
Mattel is recalling the Little People® Wheelies™ Stand ‘n Play™ Rampway. This recall 
involves only the purple and green Wheelies™ vehicles marked “Mexico” that do not 
have a yellow dot on the bottom and are included with the Little People Stand ‘n Play 
Rampway.  The playset includes new Little People® Wheelies™ vehicles with familiar 
Little People® characters built right in that a child can push down winding ramps.  
These products are intended for children 1 ½ to 5 years of age.  The Product number 
(T4261, T5095, V6378) is printed on the toy’s packaging and the bottom of the grey 
base of the Rampway.  
 
The wheels on the purple and green Wheelies™ vehicles can come off, 
resulting in small parts which pose a choking hazard to young children. 
 
Only the purple and green Wheelies™ vehicles included with the Little 
People® Wheelies™ Stand ‘n Play™ Rampway that have “Mexico” printed on 
the bottom and no yellow dot on the bottom are included in this recall.  No 
other Wheelies™ vehicles are affected.  
 
The remaining pieces of the Little People® Wheelies™ Stand ‘n Play™ 
Rampway are not affected. 
 

 
1) If you do not own a product that matches the image above, you are not affected 
by this recall and can continue to enjoy your playset.  
  
2) If you do own a Little People® Wheelies™ Stand ‘n Play™ Rampway matching the 
image above, please examine the Wheelies™ vehicles that came with it. The Product 
number (T4261, T5095, V6378) is printed on the toy’s packaging and the bottom of 
the grey base of the Rampway.   



   

 
 
 

 
1) If your Little People® Wheelies™ are not purple and green, then you are not 

affected and you can continue to enjoy your Little People® Wheelie™ 
vehicles. 
 

2) If you own the purple and green Little People® Wheelies™ vehicles, please 
turn them over and look at the underside of the vehicles. 

      
1) If your Wheelies™ vehicles have the word “China” printed on the bottom, then 
you are not affected and can continue to enjoy your Little People® Wheelie™ 
vehicles. 
 
2) If your Wheelies™ vehicles have a yellow dot and the word “Mexico” printed on 
the bottom, you are not affected by this recall 
 
2) If your Wheelies™ vehicles have the word “Mexico” printed on the bottom but do 
not have a yellow sticker, you are affected by this recall. 
 
Please discontinue use of the affected Little People® Wheelies™ vehicles 
immediately and contact Mattel. 
 
If your product is affected by the recall or if you have any questions in relation to 
this recall, please contact Mattel on infoaust@mattel.com or at 0800 174 063 
Open hours:  
Australia Mon – Fri EST 8am – 5pm 



   

NZ: Mon - Fri 10am – 7pm 
Australia Sat EST 8am – 3pm 
NZ: Sat 11am – 7pm 
 
 
Our greatest concern has always rested with the safety of the children who play with 
our toys, which is why we have responded promptly in an effort to maintain the trust 
of the families that have allowed us to be part of their lives. 


